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Abstract

Content-based routing realized through static networks
of brokers usually exhibit nice performance when sub-
scribers with similar interest are physically close to each
other (e.g. in the same LAN, domain or in the same ge-
ographical area) and connected to a broker which is also
nearby. If these subscribers are dispersed on the Inter-
net, benefits of such routing strategy significantly decrease.
In this paper we present a Topology Management System
(TMS), a component of a content-based pub/sub broker. The
aim of a TMS is to mask dynamic changes of the brokers’
topology to the content-based routing engine. TMS relies on
a self-organizing algorithm whose goal is to place close (in
terms of TCP hops) brokers that manage subscribers with
similar interests keeping acyclic the topology and without
compromising network-level performance. TMS is also re-
silient to broker failures and allows brokers join and leave.

1. Introduction

Content-based publish/subscribe (pub/sub) communica-
tion systems are a basic technology for many-to-many event
diffusion over large scale networks with a potentially huge
number of clients. Scalable solutions are obtainable only
deploying a distributed event system made up of a large
number of cooperating processes (namely brokers) forming
a large scale application level infrastructure.

Current state-of-the-art content-based systems ([3], [4],
[6] and [10]) work over networks of brokers with acyclic
and static topologies. These systems exploit the content-
based routing algorithm (CBR) introduced in SIENA [3]
for efficient event diffusion. By making a mapping between
the brokers’ topology and the subscriptions present at each
broker, CBR avoids an event to be diffused in parts of the

network where there are no subscribers interested in, thus
reducing the number of TCP hops experienced during the
event diffusion toward all the intended subscribers. How-
ever, such a filtering capability performs at its best only
when each broker presents a high physical similarity among
its subscriptions (i.e., all subscribers sharing similar inter-
est are physically connected to the same broker). On the
contrary, when subscribers sharing similar interests are con-
nected to a dispersed subset of distinct brokers, which are
far from each other in terms of hops, the performance gain
obtained using the CBR algorithm, with respect to an algo-
rithm that simply floods the network with events, becomes
negligible. Therefore such performance gain depends from
the distribution of the subscriptions in the brokers’ network,
which is usually not under control.

In this paper we present a self-organizing topol-
ogy management system (TMS) for content-based pub-
lish/subscribe. TMS encapsulates all the logic associated
with the management of a dynamic network of brokers. The
main aim of a TMS system is to put a CBR algorithm work-
ing at its best condition of efficiency. Therefore, TMS dy-
namically rearranges TCP connections between pair of bro-
kers in order to put subscribers sharing similar interests as
close as possible, even though they are connected to distinct
brokers, thus creating the conditions for a reduction of TCP
hops per event diffusion. Unfortunately, on TCP/IP net-
works reducing an application level metric (like TCP hops)
can lead to poor performance at the network level. TMS
exploits network-awareness capabilities to ensure that a re-
configuration is made permanent only if it does not harm
network-level performance.

TMS also includes a module to heal the network after
joining/leaving/crashing of brokers in order to maintain an
acyclic topology. In general, such a reconfiguration is con-
fined in the neighborhood of the failed node. In this sense,
the system provides local self-healing capabilities. Let us
finally remark that content-based systems like ([3], [4] and



[6]) require human intervention whenever the brokers’ net-
work topology has to be changed in order to add or remove
brokers.

In the rest of this paper we give a general overview of
the TMS, explaining its features. The paper is structured
as follows. Section 2 presents the general architecture of
a content-based publish/subscribe system. Section 3 de-
scribes the internal architecture of our new Topology Man-
agement System. Section 4 describes the details of the
algorithms used to handle topology maintenance and self-
organization. Section 5 compares our work with the related
works in this research area. Finally, Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2. Content-Based Pub/Sub Background

This Section defines the key concepts related to a
content-based publish/subscribe system and the architecture
of a generic broker. Such a system manages subscriptions
and events defined over a predetermined event schema, con-
stituted by a set ofn attributes. An event is a set ofn values,
one for each attribute, while a subscription is defined as a
set ofconstraintsover attributes.

A content-based pub/sub system is structured as a set
of processes, namelyevent brokers, {B1, .., BN} intercon-
nected through transport-level links which form an acyclic
topology. In particular each broker maintains a set of open
connections (links) with other brokers (its neighbors). The
link connecting brokerBi with brokerBj is denoted asli,j
or lj,i. Each broker may have only a bounded number of
neighbors (its maximum fan-outF ) to ensure that the num-
ber of concurrent open connections does not harm process
performance.

The internal architecture of a generic broker is depicted
in figure 1; each broker is composed by five components:

Subscription table. This table contains all the subscrip-
tions issued by subscribers to the broker. We define as the
zone of interestof a brokerBi, denotedZi, the union of all
local subscriptions atBi.

Pub/Sub manager. A broker can be contacted by clients,
that, depending on their role, can be divided insubscribers
or publishers. Publishers produce information by firing
events to one of the brokers, while subscribers express their
interests for specific events by issuing subscriptions to one
of the brokers. The Pub/Sub manager has the responsibility
of managing message exchanges with clients (i.e. publish-
ers and subscribers). Subscriptions received by subscribers
are inserted in the subscription table, while events received
by publishers are passed to the CBR engine. The Pub/Sub
manager is also responsible of matching events received
by the network (and passed to it by the CBR engine) with
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Figure 1. A generic broker architecture

local subscriptions contained in the subscription table, in
order to notify the corresponding subscribers.

Routing table. This table stores a local view of both the
the broker’s network topology and the global subscription
distribution. Specifically, the number of entries of the
routing table at brokerBi is equal to the number ofBi’s
neighbor brokers. Each entry provides the zone of interest
advertised by the corresponding neighbor node. For exam-
ple letBj be a neighbor ofBi. The zone of interest stored
into the row associated withBj in Bi’s routing table rep-
resents the union of all zones of interests behind the linkli,j .

CBR engine. This component implements the content-
based routing algorithm (CBR) for acyclic peer-to-peer
topologies introduced in SIENA [3]. It has two main func-
tions that read and update the routing table: forwarding of
events and updating of the zone of interests of each broker.

Each time an evente is received by the broker either from
its local publishers (via the Pub/Sub manager) or from a
link, this component forwardse only through those links
which can lead to potentiale’s subscribers. In this case
we say thatBi acts as aforwarder for e. Moreover we
definepure forwarder, a forwarder broker which hosts no
subscriptions matching the evente. Forwarding links are
determined by the CBR engine from the routing table, by
matching the event against the entries contained in it.

When a new subscriptionS arrives at the pub/sub
manager broker ofBi, if S is not a subset ofZi, it is first
added to the Subscription table and then spreaded toBi’s



neighbors via the CBR engine. When a CBR component
of a brokerBj becomes aware ofS through a message
received from one of its incoming TCP links, namelyl,
it updates the row of its routing table by addingS to the
l’s entry in the routing table. Note that only the zone of
interest can be changed by the routing protocol.

Network Interface. This component manages all the low
level network-related issues. Different implementations can
be used to let the broker work on different types of network.

While the first three components constitute the core of
the pub/sub engine, the routing table can be considered the
distributed representation of the brokers’ network. In this
sense we define it as the Topology Management System
(TMS) of the broker. For a simple content-based pub/sub
broker based on a static and acyclic network topology, like
the one depicted in figure 1, the TMS is reduced to a single
data structure, i.e. the routing table. Due to the absence of
“active components” inside the TMS, this type of systems
require human intervention in order to modify the network
topology (adding or removing entries inside the routing ta-
ble).

3. A TMS Architecture

This Section describes the internal architecture of a
novel Topology Management System for Content-based
Publish/Subscribe. Our TMS is capable of adding au-
tomatic network management, failure resiliency and self-
organization to a plain CBR-routing algorithm. This is done
by a set of components that update transparently the set of
neighbors of a brokerBi by modifying the number of rows
and/or the content of a row in the routing table.

The architecture of the TMS at brokerBi is depicted in
figure 2; we added three main active elements to the simpler
TMS shown in the previous figure (a detailed description
of each of these components can be found in Section 4.1):

Broker join manager. This component is used byBi to
manage a new brokerBj trying to join the network. The
algorithm used by this component (i) tries to obtain a fair
distribution of the brokers over the whole network and (ii)
updatesBi’s routing table as soon asBi acceptsBj as a
new neighbor.

Broker leave manager. This component is used byBi

to manage brokers that want to leave the network and
maintain the network healthiness through algorithms that
handle broker crash failures. In order to reach this last goal,
the component incorporates an eventually perfect failure
detector based on heartbeats. The algorithm ensures that
the topology remains acyclic without partitioning despite
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Figure 2. A crash-resilient self-organizing
broker architecture

broker crash and/or leave. Each neighbor of the failed
broker, sayBj , has to cooperate with the rest ofBj ’s
neighbors to consistently modify its local routing table.

Self-organization engine. This component implements
a self-organization algorithm capable of increasing CBR
performance through topology reconfiguration of the
brokers’ network. Each reconfiguration tends to place
close to each other, in terms of TCP hops, brokers whose
zone of interests are very similar in order to reduce as
much as possible the number of pure forwarder. However,
a reduction of TCP hops does not always leads to better
network level performance (for example establishing a TCP
connections between two brokers with a narrow bandwidth
can decrease the performance of the overall system even
though these brokers share a large zone of interest). There-
fore this component embeds a network-awareness module
that allows topology reconfigurations only if network level
performance are not severely harmed.

It is important to remark that TMS varies the number
of entries in the routing table transparently wrt to the CBR
engine; a cooperation between TMS and the CBR can how-
ever increase the performance of the pub/sub system.



4. A Detailed View of the TMS

4.1. Broker Join

A broker joining the system is added as a new neighbor
to one already in the system. The join algorithm ensures a
fair distribution of the brokers inside the network (i.e, new
brokers are added with higher probability to brokers having
a small number of neighbors). Moreover, it ensures that the
number of connections handled by each broker is always
bounded. When a new brokerBj wants to join the sys-
tem, it starts contacting a broker randomly chosen among
the ones already in the system. A broker receiving a request
can choose to accept or forward it to its neighbors (one at
a time, with the eventual exclusion of the broker it received
the request from). A join request is accepted by a broker
Bi with probabilityp = F−|Ri|

F , where|Ri| is the number
of rows inBi’s routing table. This ensures that the number
of neighbors for a broker does not exceeds the maximum
allowed. When a brokerBi accepts a join request, it adds
a new entry forBj to its routing table and sends toBj the
union of its zone of interestZi with all the zones covered
by its links. This zone is added byBj to its routing table,
associated to the newly created link.

4.2. Broker Leave and Failures

A broker may leave the network voluntarily or if a fail-
ure occurs. We assume that brokers can fail by crashing,
that they can fail only one at a time, and that the failure of a
broker is eventually detected by all its neighbor brokers (us-
ing well-know failure detection techniques, like heartbeats).
Moreover, a non-faulty broker can be erroneously detected
as faulty by its neighbors only for a finite amount of time.

The leave-handling protocol must ensure that after a bro-
ker leaves, the global properties of the brokers’ network are
maintained, i.e. new connections have to be established,
such that the network topology remains acyclic. Moreover,
the state of the routing tables must be kept consistent re-
moving the subscriptions that were hosted by the leaving
broker and adding the newly created paths. We will present
the protocol in the following by referring to Figure 3.

The leave-handling protocol requires an additional data
structure at each broker. A brokerBi maintains aneighbors
list NLj for any of its neighborsBj . This is an ordered list
containing all the brokers that are neighbors forBj . Figure
3(a) shows the neighbors listNL3 of BrokerB3, contained
in each of its neighbors. Neighbor lists are updated at each
new brokers join or leave.

If a brokerBj leaves the network voluntarily, it sends
a disconnection message to all its neighbors, while if it is
faulty, it simply stops sending heartbeats. In both cases each
broker inNLj will eventually become aware ofBj leave
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Figure 3. Managing Fault of a Broker

and will request a new connection to the broker following
itself in NLj . Each brokerBi ∈ NLj receiving a con-
nection request from the preceding broker inNLj (with the
exception of the first broker inNLj) will accept the connec-
tion and test ifBj has actually left the network; if this is the
caseBi will issue a connection request to the next broker
in NLj . When a connection request reaches the last broker
in NLj , a new path connecting all brokers previously con-
nected byBj has been created. Consider the Figure 3(b).
If the brokerB3 leaves the network, eventually the connec-
tions shown as dashed lines will be set up. It may happen
that a broker is erroneously suspected as faulty by some of
its neighbors. A brokerBi suspecting a fault in one of its
neighborsBj , sends it a disconnect message before starting
the protocol, forcing the link tear down.

At this point, routing tables have to be repaired. This
means (i) deleting all the subscriptions that previously be-
longed toBj on allBi’s outgoing links, except the one con-
necting toBi and (ii) updating the routing tables on all the
newly created links.

As far as the latter point is concerned, two route up-
date messages are generated. The first one is generated



by the broker that started the reconstruction procedure, say
nodeB′, and the other by the one that ended the procedure,
say nodeB′′. B′ sends its message towardB′′ and vice
versa. Each message is forwarded by all brokers inNLj ,
before reaching the destination. Before forwarding the up-
date message to the destination, each broker adds its local
subscriptions and the zones of interest of its other links to
it. Figure 3(b) shows the details of the route update mes-
sages (RTUPD) sent by each broker. The routing table up-
date involves only the neighbors of the faulty brokers with-
out impacting on other parts of the network. In order to
avoid message losses all events and subscriptions in transit
while repairing the topology are buffered until the repairing
process is completed. It is important to point out that the
fan-out constraints could be altered after a broker leave. A
neighbor of a leaving node (with the exception of first and
the last in the neighbors list) opens two new connections,
indeed, while dropping only one, thus possibly reaching a
number of open connections which is higher than its maxi-
mum fanout.

4.3. Subscription-Aware Self-Organization

Our self-organization component works in synergy with
the content-based routing algorithm (i.e., it can read the
CBR table and modify it after the self-organization) but
its actions are totally transparent to it. In the following we
describe the various aspects involved in self-organization.

Cost Metrics. The main target of the self-organization
is to do its best to avoid the presence of pure forwarders
during event diffusion due to the fact that a pure forwarder
adds a useless TCP hop to the event diffusion path. This
is done through a reorganization of the brokers’ network
with the aim of minimizing the TPC-hops experienced by
an event to reach all its intended destinations. Lowering
the number of TCP hops has a positive impact on the
scalability of the system: each broker has to process
a lower number of messages, and this leads to lower
costs for events matching and forwarding. However, it
is important to remark that reducing the TCP hops per
notification diffusion through a topology rearrangement
not necessarily leads to an equal improvement on network
level metrics such as IP hops, latency and bandwidth.
In other words, an efficient topology configuration wrt
TCP hops could exhibit very poor performance wrt, for
example, IP hops. Then, our self-organization component
takes into account network-level metrics in order to decide
if a new connection can lead to a non-efficient network path.

Measuring Subscription Similarity: the Associativity
Metrics. Defining subscription similarity in a content based
system can be very difficult due to the very generic language

used for subscriptions. We introduce an associativity met-
ric which measures the similarity between the interests of
two brokers. In a former version of the self-organization al-
gorithm, we exploited the geometric interpretation of sub-
scriptions to compute associativity, starting from the ge-
ometrical intersection of the hyper-rectangles representing
brokers’ subscriptions. However, the method used to mea-
sure these intersections introduces a significant computa-
tional overhead and it is not straightforwardly extensible to
operators such as prefixes and wildcards.

In this paper we introduce a novel solution for comput-
ing associativity, which is based on statistics over events re-
ceived by each broker. A brokerBi maintains the historyHi

of the lastn received events. Note that, due to the features
of the CBR algorithm, histories of distinct brokers usually
are completely different. Any event inHi that matches a
subscription ofBi is included in another listM(Hi). Asso-
ciativity of a brokerBi with respect to another brokerBj ,
denoted asAS(j)i is computed as the percentage of events
matched byBi that are also matched byBj :

AS(j)i = |M(Hi) ∩ M(Hj)|

We can also define the total associativity at a broker B
(AS(B)), as the sum of the associativity among the bro-
ker and all its neighbors and, finally, the associativity of the
whole system (AS) as the sum of associativity of all the
brokers.
Self-Organization Algorithm. The algorithm follows this
basic simple heuristic: each brokerB tries to rearrange the
network in order to obtain an increment of its associativity
AS(B) while not decreasingAS. In the following we give
a quick sketch of the algorithm; a complete specification,
along with implementation details and experimental results,
can be found in [1].

A self-organization is triggered by a brokerB when it
detects (through the reading of the CBR tables) that there
can be a brokerB′, not directly connected toB, that can
increase its associativity. The aim of the self-organization
is: (i) to connectB to B′ and (ii) to tear down a link in
the path betweenB andB′ in order to keep the topology of
the network acyclic (a requirement of the CBR algorithm).
The algorithm does its best to select the link in the path be-
tweenB andB′ such that the two brokers it connects have
the lowest associativity. Self-organization takes place only
if it leads to an increase ofAS and this, as confirmed by
experiments, means increasing the probability that two bro-
kers with common interests are placed close in the network.
Network-level performance is accounted in the algorithm
following this simple principle: self-organization can occur
only with those brokers whose network-level distance with
the source broker is less than a reference valued. In other
words, a brokerB starting the reconfiguration will choose
as its new neighbor the most similar one having a network



distance from it in the range delimited byd. Network dis-
tance can be measured indifferently with any metric, either
IP hops or latency or bandwidth, depending on the specific
requirements of the application.

5. Related Work

Several content-based pub/sub systems have been pre-
sented in the literature. Early content-based systems, such
as SIENA [3] or Gryphon [2] did not provide any form of
self-organization. The creation and the maintenance of the
topology is left to the user. Peer-to-peer overlay network in-
frastructures, such as Pastry [9] and Tapestry [12] exploits
self-reconfiguration capability for fault-tolerant routing and
for adjusting routing paths with respect to metrics of the
underlying network. Overlay network infrastructures rep-
resent a general connectivity framework for many classes
of peer-to-peer applications, including publish/subscribe.
For example, Scribe [8] and Bayeux [11] are two topic-
based publish/subscribe systems built on top of two overlay
network infrastructures (respectively Pastry and Tapestry).
Only recently in ([7] and [10]) the same idea is being ap-
plied to two content-based systems.

None of the aforementioned systems include a
subscription-driven self-organization mechanism. A
reconfiguration algorithm similar to the one included in our
TMS is described in [5]. Authors assume that some link
may disappear and others appear elsewhere, because of
changes in the underlying connectivity (this is the case, for
example, of mobile ad-hoc networks). “Reconfiguration” in
this case means fixing routing tables entries no longer valid
after the topology change. In contrast, in our approach
we induce a reconfiguration to create more favorable
conditions for event routing.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we presented a crash-resilient, self-
organizing Topology Management System for content-
based publish/subscribe. TMS masks topology changes to
the content-based routing algorithm in order to keep an
acyclic topology. TMS is self-organizing in three senses:
(i) it handles autonomically brokers joining/leaving the sys-
tem, (ii) it can self-heal the application-level network after
a broker crash and (iii) it can dynamically reconfigure the
connections among brokers in order to create paths that in-
crease the performance of content-based routing.

While the implementation of the TMS is currently un-
der development, we already did a simulation study of all
the algorithms sketched in this paper. The simulations show
how the self organization algorithm achieves significant im-
provements wrt the TCP hop metric compared to a simple

CBR and without affecting the network latency of notifi-
cations (more details can be found in [1]). Moreover the
topology maintenance algorithm allows the system to offer
self-healing properties in presence of single broker crash.
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